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I. INTRODUCTION 
Rendezvous and docking is the key operational technology of the soace 
transportation system (STS) era--the 1980 l s and 1990 1 s. Studies are beinq 
con~ucted now regarding the develooment of a fleet of manned and automated 
spacecraft which would be denloyed and maintained in this time frame. Perma-
nent manned space stations to be assembled and utilized are beinq studied . 
Spacecraft retrieval and/or servicing , orbital assembly , and manned crew ro-
tation all require rendezvous and docking . As the objectives of space fliaht 
become more complex, rendezvous and docking operations will be more frequently 
used. These operations may be under direct manned control as in the case of 
Shuttle--or a manned orbital transport vehicle (OTV). They may be under remote 
manned control or autonomous operations in the case of an unmanned OTV or soace 
tug. Direct manned rendezvous has been ooerational since Gemini, but remote 
manned and autonomous rendezvous is a new technology for the United States. 
This space tug docking study was commissioned by the Marshall Space Flioht 
Center in response to the anticipated increased requirements for rendezvous and 
docking. It particularly addresses the question of remote operation--either 
with remote manual control, autonomous control, or some best-mix hybrid aoproach . 
This par~i cula r study compiled a data base of technoloqy relatinq to comnonents 
and techniques, configured and compared functional systems , and recommended the 
si mulation/demonstration programs required to develor a remote rendezvous and 
docking capability. 
A two-step requirements analysis was conducted. Systems level requirements 
were der i ved l argely from a search of related documentati on to establish the 
basic definition of what the docking system must accomplish. A wide variety of 
requirements were found, but two key elements stand out. The long range naviga-
tion problem can be essentially solved by the Tug navigation sys tem. The docking 
mechanism must be compatible with the support of up to three spacecraft in the 
Shuttle flight environment , and must provide a capability to deliver one diameter 
payload and retrieve another . These requiremen ts have particularly significant 
impact on subsystem requirements. 
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The approach to subsystem requirements was larqely analytical , relying 
on digital si mu lation programs for rendezvous maneuvers , docking ma neuvers, and 
docking dynamics - -supplemented by sensitivity studies and basic enqineer i ng 
analyses. Complete subsystem level requirements were developed . Among the 
most interesting results were that rendezvous sensor accuracy , in thi s opera-
tional setting, is not a driving design requirement . Rather , the ability to 
measure lateral velocity and line of sight relative to the docking port during 
final closure become driving issues. Further , it was found that the propellant 
slosh problem is not a significant contribution to docking mechanism design 
loads , though it is a significant consideration for post -docking attitude control. 
A careful revi ew of components capable of meeting subsystem requiremen t s 
revealed that laser and RF radars can be used singly or in combination with TV 
systems to meet manual and autonomous subsystem requirements. The most attrac-
tive docking mechanisms are derived from the Apollo probe/drugue apDroach , aD-
plication of the MDAC square frame , or a new hybrid s0ft dock approach based on 
the ap plication of a controllable , extendable probe for actual docking contact . 
Several systems were configured from the basic components, all of which 
were capable of meeting system level requirements. They were ranked using a 
numerical approach applied to a carefully selected set of cost, oerformance, 
and growth potential criteria. The intent of this ranking was to find the most 
promising approaches for further design concentration in subseauent efforts. 
This study has found that remote rendezvous and docking under manual control is 
readily accomplished by current technology. Conventional RF radar and TV systems 
can be combined to effect manually controlled docking with conventional docking 
mechanisms . Autonomous docking requires some mod est new development in sensor 
technology . Either scanning laser radar (SLR), close-range RF dockinq radar , 
or autonomous TV docking algorithms mus t be developed and flight aualifi ed . 
These developmen ts are very reasonable outgrowths of current technology nd re-
present an acceptable level of development risk. A hybrid approach to remote 
rendezvous and docking seems especially attractive. From a developmental point 
of view , it provides a risk-free evolution to an autonomous dockina canability. 
Manned supervision/intervention can be used on developmental flights until 
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confidence is gained in autonomous techniques. It also provides the flexibil-
ity needed to cope with unforeseen events that fall outside the prerrogrammed 
capability of an operational autonomous system. 
These most promising approaches to rendezvous and docking system develoD-
ment formed the basis for definition of SRT activity and a simulation/demonstra-
tion program. Th& intent of these activities is to provide data on which to 
base a sound selection of a proven rendezvous and docking design approach . Key 
simulation/demo nstration tests required to meet this objective were defined in 
the areas of rendezvous, i ns pection, docking closure and docking contact . De -
tailed test procedures were developed , and the associated facility modification , 
test preparation, and test conduct efforts estimated . This planninq activity 
provided a sound basis for recommendation of further development effort in the 
areas of SRT , laboratory testinq, and rendezvous and docking system inteqra·ion. 
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II. STUDY OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of this study was to prov;~e a detailed system 
analysis of the entire rendezvous and docking operation to be performed by the 
all-up space tug. This objective was divided into three specific areas--gen-
eration of requirements and a data base of candidate operational techniques and 
subsystem mechanizations , selection and ranking of integrated system designs 
capable of meeting the requirements generated, and definition of the simulation/ 
demonstration program required to select and prove the most effective manual , 
autonomous, and hybrid rendezvous and docking systems. These objectives have 
been supported by programmatic analyses to assure cost -effective schedule-con-
scious selections and recommendations. 
Much of this activity has been addressed in previous studies conducted for 
MSFC, particularly in the areas of initial rendezvous (Tug Avionics Study/General 
Dynamics) , payload support requirements (Payload Requirements Study/McDonnell 
Douglas), and servicing (Orbital Servicing Study/Martin Marietta). The objec-
tive of this study was to build on the results of these previous studies and 
concentrate on the final phases of inspection, alignment, closure , and dockin~. 
The results of this study can affec~ previous decisions in the earlier phases 
of rendezvous and are affected by cor, lderations of spacecraft structural sup-
port, operational autonomy level, spacecraft cooperation , and servicing objec-
tives. These considerations were factored into the decisions and selections 
made during this study. 
The objective of the requirements and data base activity was twofold--to 
analyze operational objectives and interfacing systems to derive the functional 
requirements to be imnosed on the rendezvous and docking system) and to review 
existing, and conceptualize new, components , operational strateqies, and soeci-
fic mechanizations for meeting the functional requirements developed . The data 
base includes the data required to conduct budget tradeoff, evaluate cost and 
development risk, and generally support system selection and rankina. This ac-
tivity particularly included the flight mechanic and structural dynamic analyses 
required to evaluate the effects of the maneuver and docking options under con-
sideration. 
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The objective of the candidate system definition activity was to synthe-
size system designs capable of meeting operational requirements and then to 
rank these systems relative to their overall desirability. The candidate sys-
tems generated include those that require real-time qrou~d supoort with manual 
control , systems capable of autonomous operation, and hybrid approaches com-
binin£ the best features of the manual and autonomous systems. Cost conscious-
ness was a particularly significant criterion in the selection process, and one 
system was selected with development cost as a orimary consideration. Analvses 
proving requirements compatibility and the rationale for ranking candidates 
were considered an important output of this activity. 
The objective of the simulation/demonstration activity was to develo~ a 
plan for laboratory t esting of promising rendezvous and doc kinq concepts that 
will lead to evolution of the most desirable operational system . Test require-
ments were derived from analysis of the critical functions associated with the 
most promising systems synthesized in the candidate system selection task . The 
output included a logic flow showing recommended steps from problem to solution 
and a time-phased flow of inputs and outputs of trle si mul ation/demonstration 
subtasks depicting their relationship to each other and to tug program mile -
stones. The test planning process included mating test orocedures with exist-
ing/modified facilities at MSFC. Another study objective was to identify ~nv 
new test facilities required to meet simulation/demonstration qoals. 
Programmatic analyses were required to support the data bRse , system se-
lecti on, and simulation/demonstration objectives delineated. The analvses in 
support of the data base development addressed development cost and cost/schedule 
risk parameters. Support of system selection req ui red emphasis on low develop-
ment cost in addition to the parameters o~ oerformance, reliability, weight, and 
operational complexity. The simulation/demonstration programmatic sunoort con -
centrated on the costs associated with software, test equipment, facilities, 
and manpower . The overall programmatic objective was to assure that each deci -
sion in the selection and development of a rendezvous and docking system was 
made with an awareness of its impact on cost effectiveness . 
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The particular objective of this study has been tied to the fully caoable 
space tug vehicle. The technoloqy covered is, however, apolicable to any of 
the wide variety of rendezvous and docking activities anticipated during the 
STS era of space exploitation. In meeting space tug objectives , a larqe step 
has been made toward meeting most future rendezvous and docking objectives. 
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III . RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER NASA EFFORTS 
This space tug dockina study (STDS) benefitterl considerably from orevious 
related studies and from previously developed technologies. The thrust of 
this study was toward remote docking--either ground controlled or autonomous . 
Past manned rendezvous technoloqy is applicable in the area of rendezvous 
sensors and dockinq mechanisms . More recent study efforts have concentrated 
on the rendezvous phases, permitt ing this study to concentrate on dockina and 
only reflect back the implications of what It/as learned on the earlier ohases . 
Efforts conducted in the area of spacecraft support requi remen ts have also 
been beneficial , A summation of source ma terial is oresented in Table III-1 
and Table 111-2. 
Table 111- 1 Clo 'ely Related Stud: Ef ort 
• 8lsel ln. Space Tuq System Definitions 
Marshal l Space Flloht Center, 1974 
• Space Tug Avionics Definition Study 
Genera l Dyn~mlcs/Convai r Division , 1975 
• IUS/Tug Payload Re~ulrements Compatibility Study 
McDonne ll Douglas As tronau t ics Company, 1974 
• Pay l~ad Utilization of Tug - Follow-On 
McDonnell Dou~hs A!tronat,tics Company , 1974 
• Integrated Orbital Servicing Study for low-Cost Payload Programs 
Mart in Marietta Corpora ion. 1~75 
• Earth-Orbital Teleoperator System Concepts and Analyse 
M. rtln Mar iett a Corporat ion. 1975 
• Multiuse Missi on Support Equipment (MMSE) 
Ma rtin Marietta Corporation. 1975 
• Automa ted Payload Definition and Requirements Data (SSPD) 
Mar shall Space Flight Center. 1974 
• Space Tug Automatic Do~ lng Control Study. loc kheed Missiles 
& Space Company. 19i4 
TabZe 111- 2 Pl'ior dS em nd 
Sub y·tem De elopmen " 
• Docking Sys tem Development 
- Flight-Proven Hardwa re 
• Apollo Probe/Drogue 
• Gemini Ring/Cone 
• ASTP Androgenous 
- Advanced Concept Developmen 5 
• Square Frame (MDAC) 
• Pivoting 4rm Serv lcer ( RW) 
• Apollo Candid te Development s 
• Sensor Sys em Development 
- Flight-Proven Hardware 
• Apollo/LEM RF radar 
• 
- Advanced Cone pt Developments 
• GaAs Scanni ng Laser Radar (MSFC / ITT) 
• CO, Scanning L~ser Radar (MSFC/ rden) 
• ShOttl. RF Rendezvous Radar 
• Shutt le TV Camera 
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The General Dynamics baseline tug avionics study has been particularly 
important . The current study has presumed that the space tUQ will have the 
navigational accuracy of the baseline system recommended by General Dynamics. 
Due to the high quality of the interferometer landmark tracKer (ILT) naviga -
tional updates used in the baseline tug navigation system, the scope of the 
problem to be solved by the rendezvous and docking system is con ~iderablv re -
duced. The navigational accu racy of this baseline system permits nositioninq 
the tug within 5.6 km (3 nautical miles) of its tarqet. This reduces the re-
quirement for rendezvous acquisition ranqe to approximately 23 km (12 .5 nauti-
cal miles) and leads to a safe acquisiti on sensor ranq e specification of 46 km 
(25 nautical miles) . 
Payload information for this study has been gleaned from two principal 
sources--the automated payload definition and requirements data (the SSPO data 
sheets) issued by MSFC that do not generally reflect desiqns for reusability. 
and information relative to r0usabi1ity obtained froffi the McDonnell Douq1as pay -
load utilization of tug effor~ . In particular, the retrievable versions of 
CSCSAT , SEOS , and COMR&DS AT from this study were investiqated.* Two of these , 
CSCSAT (a CN -52 derivative) and SEOS (an EO-09 derivative), were selected as 
refe rence spacecraft for this study. 
The means of supporting a soacecraft on tug in the shuttle f1i<; " ~nviron ­
ment is a key issue. The development of the preferred dpproach has been built 
on the docking experience generated by NASA in the decade since Gemini first 
docked with the Agena target vehicl e. Figure 111-1 illustrates the nature of 
this experience . The first ooe~ational docking mechanism used on th~ Gemini 
employed a large scale probe/drogue approach . This cemonstration system was 
not driven by the more complex operational objectives that were to beset the 
Apollo system--and as a consequence was heavier and more unwieldy t han the next 
generaticn of docking mechanism design. 
* SEOS - Synchronous Earth Obs ervation Satellite 
COMR&DSAT - Communications R&D Satellite 
CSCSAT - Commercial Synchrono us Communications Satellite 
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The Apollo development process evaluated a variety of candidate approaches, 
as illustrated across the top row in Fiqure III -I. The Anollo reauirements lea 
to the selection of the small scale probe/drogue , where the probe mechanism was 
mo unted in the crew transfer tunnel. The probe/drogue concept is carried on in 
this study as one of the prime mechanism candidates. We have establ ished that 
the Storable Tubular Extendable Member (STEM) device which was rejected for Apollo 
has sufficient meri t in the Tug application to be incorporated in one of the can -
didate doc king approaches pursued in this study. 
The most recent flight proven docking mechanism is the androqynous Apollo/ 
Soyuz test project device. In this case , the mechanisms mou nted on both space-
craft are identical. This approach has considerable merit in the docking of two 
ma nned vehicles where crew transfer is required. The weight penalty associated 
with the manned requiremen ts does not appear justifiable in the unmanned tuq ap-
plication , and this concept was not carried throughout this study. 
Two recent NASA studies have provided further docking mechanism background 
data. McDonnell Douglas has been advancing the state of development for a square 
frame docking mechanism for some time. The version of this development considered 
in this study was derived from the McDonnell Douglas IUS/Tug payload requirements 
compatibility study. Application of the Apollo probe/drogue to Tug operations 
was investigated as a part of our multiuse mission suoport equipment study (NAS8-
30847). This study recommended use of the probe/drogue with a standardized ar-
ray of structural support elements. The operational experience from Gemini, 
Apollo , and ASTP combined with these more recent studies have qiven this space 
tug docki ng study a sound basis for the recommendations evolved. 
Recen t NASA sensor developments are particularly applicable tJ the tUQ 
rendezvous and docking problem. Laser radar development sponsored by MSFC , 
both gallium arsenide (GaAs) and carbon dioxide (C02) devices , are attractive 
candida tes providing superior measurement perfo rmance at low weight a l' ~ power. 
The Apollo/lunar module rendezvous rada r is soon to be updated to operate in a 
noncooperative mode in support of the Shuttle crbiter program. As best under-
stood at this time , the specifications on this development are nearly compati-
ble with the space tug docking study requirements. Similarlv , a silicon vidi-
con camera attractive for space tug rendezvous and dock~ng use is expected to 
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be developed for Shuttle. These developments were taken into account in the 
definition and selection of recommended rendezvous and docking desiqns. 
The earth-orbital teleoperator system (EOTS) concept study and the inte-
grated orbital servicing study were conducted by Martin Marietta concurrently 
with the space tug docking tudy. A considerable shari nq of ideas and pers on-
nel has improved the overall effectivenes s of all three of these efforts . 
Particular areas of common interest and shared effort have been in the develoo-
ment of requiremen ts and in the evaluation of docking mech ar.isms. 
Perhaps the mGst significant relationships with other NASA efforts are 
yet to be developed. Rendezvous and docking operations will become more fre-
quent in the coming years . They will be performed by both shuttles and orbital 
transport vehicles , and with a wide variety of operational spacecraft. It will 
be wise to make this technology development acco rding to one in tegrateri clan 
rather than several i ndependent approaches. Money cen be saved and a greater 
operational reliability/effectiveness can be achieved if an overview is taken 
of all requirements and a thoughful development process is implemented. 
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IV. STUDY APPROACH 
The space transportation system is predicated on the economic benefits 
of reusability. Current mission models identify both up and down traffic--
or delivery and retrieval of spacec raft. In this scenario a rendezvous and 
docking system capability has been assumed. The ourpose of this study was to 
iden tify the areas of activity necessary to develop the rendezvous and dockin~ 
capability in a timely manner . Study ground rules required the develooment 
of an autonomous system, a manual system, a hybrid "best-mix " system , and a 
low development cost system . The study was bro ken into the four maj or tasks 
shown in Figure IV-I. 
TASK A TASK 0 
TASK B 
TASK C 
Figure IV- l Study Tasks for System De elopment 
The fir st task in the development of a rendezvous and dockinq capability 
was to derive the requirements that would be imnosed on the system. Concur-
rently, a data base of candidate subsystem characteristics was qenerated . Sub-
systems were categorized into sensors, mechanisms , and strategies (alqorithms). 
The requirements gleaned from existing sources were budgeted between the sub-
systems. Sources from which requirements were derived included spac~ tuq, 
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spacecraft, interfaces (o rbiter-to-payload and tuq -tr-s pacecra ft), and mission 
operations documentation. Four representative spacecraft were selected for the 
study to cover the r an ge of requirements, including wei ght, length , control 
systems , ~nd orbital variations (inclination and altitude). Constraints on 
the sys tem were utilized to bound the variables. The system-level r eq uirements 
derived in this manne r were budgeted to the subsystems and tradeoffs cond ucted. 
The derived system-level requirements and the approach to subsvstem bud -
geting were repo rted at a requirements briefing at MSFC in September 1975 . Sub -
system budgetinq and candidate system definition tasks were followed. 
Since the error contribution of the strategies can be made negligible by 
software design , the proulem is simplified. The subsystem budgetina becomes a 
tradeoff between sensor performance and mechanism accommodation tolerances. 
Obvi ously, if a mechanism can accommodate offsets of severa l inches or dearees , 
the sensor requirements need not be ~n tenths of inches or arc-seconds , for 
example. 
At completion of the subsystem requirements development, the data base of 
candidates was screened. Candidates passing this in it ia l gate were ranked 
against criteria developed from study guidelines and for their flexibility in 
performing additional roles as requirements change . This ranki ng of candidates 
and the selecti on of an autonomous, a manual , and a hybrid system comprised 
Task B. 
Definition of the development test program for each cand idate system con-
sti tut ed Task C. A risk analysis was conducted , fidelity req ui rements were es-
tablished, and test descriptions, schedules , and orocedures were oreoared . The 
MSFC facilitie s were assessed for applicability to each tes t and a oreferred 
facility was selected. Necessary modif~cations to the faci l ities were identi-
fied and test cost developed. 
A programmatic costing suoport acti vity (Task D) was performed in paral-
lel with tile other tasks. This task provided the cost/risk analyses requ ired 
to support decision-making, narticularly in Tasks Band C. 
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During this study, it became clear that some form of continuing rendez-
vous and docking system integration activity is required. The recent emphasis 
on space station and manned tug for future space missions places new system-
level requirements on a rendezvous and docking system . The varying emphasis 
on servicing versus retrieval roles indicates that keeoing the options open 
and providing flexibility in the system will be a prirne driver requirement . 
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V. BASIC DATA AND SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 
The complete results of this study are reported in subseauent volumes of 
this report. Volume II is a complete summary of study results. Volume III 
presents supporting research and technology and simulation/demonstration clans 
and procedures . Volume IV reports on supplemental studies in the areas of simu -
lation program deve looment , subsystem requirements derivation , and operations 
and sensor analyses. Volume V summarizes programmat ics analyses. The follow -
ing paragraphs present an executive summary of these activities. 
This study has shown that remote rendezvous and docking can he ac hieved 
without new technology. A manual rendezvous and docking system usina oroven 
concepts and currently planned developments can be imolemented at an approxi-
mate development cost of $11.98M . This approach uses an RF rendezvous rad0r 
evolved from the Apollo/lunar modul e system whose develooment is planned for 
the Shuttle orbiter vehi cl e. It employs a silicon vidicon camera to supply 
the mission control console operator with the data reouired to complete dock-
ing . The McDonnell Douglas square-frame conceot is the recommended dockinq 
mechanism for spacecraf t retrieval mis sions. Th i s straiqhtforward aooroar.h 
can success fully achieve the remote rendezvous and docking objective at a low 
cost, although more advanced a p~roach es appear more desirable. 
An autonomous docking objective can be met with some modest new develoo-
ment and at an acceptable development risk . Development cost of t he preferred 
approach is $17 .IM using the GaAs SLR development sponsored by MSFC as the sole 
sensor in an autonomous mechanization. An alternative aporoach is to develoD 
the computer al gorithms required to automate the interpretation of range end 
attitude data from TV ima~ery . Whi le these are not f li ght -demo nstrated ao -
proaches , enough development work has been done to assure their viability . 
The most reasonable aoproach to remote rendezvous and dockinq is a hvbr id 
of the manua l and autonomous systems , the recommended system us in g both the GaAs 
SLR and a TV sensor. The development cost of t his approach is $18.6M . This 
approach provides built-in redundant sensinq , arowth t o the autonomous system, 
the capabil ity of handling routine situations autonomousl y, and the oossibilitv 
of bringing man's decision-making caoabiliti es into play for anoma lous situa tions. 
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Fiscal fu nding requirements for the rendezvous and docking system options 
are summarized in Table V-I . Development cost includes SRT and simulation/demon-
stration testing . as well as Phase B/C def inition , design , and development ac-
tivity. This DDT&E activity will be spread from FY 177 throu9h initial ooera-
tional capability in 1984 as shown in the table . The DDT&E cost p1us first 
article build cost comprises the total development cost shown in the table and 
quoted in the previous paragraphs. 
Table V- l Total System Development Cost 
COSTS IN $K 
SYSTEM DDT&E First Total 
FY 77 -78 FY 79 FY 80 FY 81 FY 82-83 Article Development 
Manua l 1700 3674 4292 616 218 1480 11 ,980 
Autonomous 3300 3464 6533 2470 143 1190 17 ,100 
Hybrid 3000 3915 7361 i 2706 218 1400 18 ,600 
Two new technology areas that offer attractive alternatives appear worthy 
of further attention. The first is the RF docking sensor. An array of passive 
time-delay RF retroreflectors on the spacecraft will allow all range and atti -
tude measurements required to effect the docking maneuver to be achieved. This 
approach is a modest advance of existi ng RF technology that should be comoared 
with the laser technology more thoroughly than has been possible to date. The 
other technology adaptation worthy of consideration is nonimpact docking which 
could be effected via a stationkeeping control mode in the vicinity of the 
target spacecraftls docking device. This approach offers the possibility of 
less effect on the spacecraft design (for retrievability) and increased com-
patibility with servicing missions. The suggested design approach employs a 
steerable STEM device for docking contact , but could be adaoted to the use of 
proposed servicing devices. 
Finally, the role of rendezvous and docking in future space operations is 
expanding. Several elements of the STS will be engaged in such activities--with 
a wide variety of spacecraft, both manned and un ma nned. Many emerging applica-
tions can benefit from the technologies surveyed in this study. A rendezvous 
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and docking integration act ivity with a broad charter can enhance the cost ef-
fective achievement of rendezvous and docking objectives in future space oper-
ations. The creation of such an integration role is recommended. 
A. DATA BASE 
The categories of data developed or compiled in this study include (1) tUq 
characteristics and performance, (2) selec ed repre s entati ~e payloads, (3) flight 
mechanics trajectory analYSis, (4) docking dynamics analysis, (5) system require-
ments, (6) subsystem requirements, and (7) subsystem candidate hardware. 
1. Tug Characteristics and Performance - The basic tug system and subsystem con-
figurations and capabilities were defined at the start of the study. The vehicle 
descri~tion was from MSFC's Ba eZine Space Tug Con iguration Deription, 68M00039-
2, dated July 15, 1974. The avionics baseline was defined as a later study out-
put , Spa e Tug Avioni s Definition Study, under contract NAS8-31010 . 
2. Selected Representative Payloads - To evaluate docking tec hni oues, sensors, 
and mechanisms , realistic spacecraft and mission characteristics were essential. 
Since hundreds of missions in which dockinq with soacecraft is desirable for either 
servic ing or retrieving are planned for the time frame under consideration , a 
smaller representative set of spacecraft was selected to investi gate the effect 
of spacecraft and mission parameters on the docking portion of the mission. 
The spacecraft selection process was based on the July 1974 SSPD to deter-
mine the automa ted spacecraft to be flown during the space tug era. These in-
cluded both those expected to be on orbit and those to be launched during the 
1984-1990 time frame. Reference was also made to the navload servicina study 
(NAS8-30820 ) and the payload utilization of tug (PUT) study results for oay-
load information and characteristics. 
The following criteria were used to select the reoresentative snacecraft : 
1) Mission orbit - altitude, inclination , dayliqht and darkness frequencies~ 
2) Spacecraft configuration - mass , physical dimensions and types of aooen-
dages' 
3) Spacecraft stability - spin- or three-axis-stabilized, deadbands , nomi nal 
rates; 
4) Other factors - design status Quantities of spacecraft anticipated. 
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The selection process identified the four representative spacecraft shown in 
Figure V-I. 
The CN-52 and EO-09 represent geostationary altitude payloads and common-
nlity with payloads studied in the PUT study as well as both spin- and three -
axis - stabilized spacecraft. CN-52 also represents the liyhter end of the anti-
cipated mass spectrum. EO-09 also represents a long satellite. 
EO-56 was selected to represent a low earth orbit and a heavy spacecraft . 
An AP-05, with a medium orbital altitude of 12,780 km (6,900 nautical mi les), 
was selected as the fourth reference spacecraft. 
3. Flight Mechanics Trajectory Analysis - A Martin Marietta rendezvous com-
puter program was used to evaluate performance and to determine the system and 
subsystem requirements for the rendezvous phase [from sensor acquisition at 
23 - 46 km (12.5 - 25 n. mil ~ s) to stationkeeping at = 90 m (300 feet)) . The 
program uses a proportional navigation algorithm and simulates the closure of 
two vehicles in three-dimensional space. A ra nge ra te command generated as a 
parabolic function of range is controlled within a specifiable deadband . Line-
of-sight (LOS) rates are nulled within a specifiable threshold. The simula ti on 
generates a complete description of the closure maneuver , including proDell ant 
usage schedules. The program includes elementary models of sensor measurement 
errors. The proportional navigation algorithm is suitable for rendezvous clo-
sure but not for inspection and docking maneuvers. 
Feasibility of the proportional navigation rendezvous algorithm was veri-
fied during the study. The following conclusions and specifications were de-
ri ved from the analysis: 
1) Initial ranging sensor acqui sition -46 km ( 25 nautical miles); 
2) Rendezvous accomolished in 2 to 3 hours; 
3) Energy expended - 6 to 9 m/s (20 to 30 fps); 
4) Sensor accuracies not driven by rendezvous requirements. 
4. Docking Dynami cs Analysis - A terminal docking analysis was performed to 
aid in determining the docking mechanism requirements for stiffness , damping , 
interfaces, forces and torques , and postlatch control requirements . This was 
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accomplished by modelin~ the vehicle, including nrooel1ant slosh , and evalua-
ting the effects of variations in propellant level, initial orientations , 
vehicle attitudes and rates , and the docking trajectory. 
The analysis followed a two-phase aporoach. The first phase was a simpli-
fied program that was used to idantify the siqnificant system variables. It 
is a fast-running program employing an idealized fluid model and ri gi d bodies. 
In Phase 2 the Martin Marie tta IMPRES program, a sophisticated , flexible body 
dynamics computer program, was used. It permits a detailed mechanism represen-
tation. In this program the energy dissioation and transfer that was derived 
in a lumped form in the first program was distributed to the individual hard-
ware elements of the ~echanism , allowing for evaluation of detailed mechanism 
performance . 
The analysis disclosed that although the interface forces are relatively 
insensitive to spacecraft mass properties, they are directly related to the 
closing velocity . The forces were also fo und to be rela ive1y insensitive to 
tank fill level. 
It was also found that some means of varying the energy absorption cana-
bility is desirable at least from mis sion to mission. The enerqv dissi~ation 
required is sensitive to fill level and i mpact ve1ocity. Fluid mo tion damping 
is also desirable because slosh produces relatively high fluid rates at impact. 
One of the most significant outputs of this seqment of the study was de-
ve lopment of these two analysis programs. They will prove more and more use-
ful as the subject of docking dynamics is pursued more deeply in the detailed 
design phase. 
5. System Requirements - A thorou £~ system analys is was conducted to examine 
the requirements imposed on rendezvous and docking by the spacecraft, by the 
tug , by other interfaces such as Shuttle, and finally by mission ooerations. 
The potential of accommodating spacecraft servicing in a retrieval-orien ed 
rendezvous arid docki ng system was also evaluated as a system requirement. The 
numerous resulting system- level requirements were summarized and tabulateci as 
shown in Figure V-2 , and developed in detail in Volume II , page II-12. This 
presentation provides a detailed listing of all requirements, together with 
traceability to their sources. 
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The key system requirements are as fo llows . The spacecraft imoosed re-
quirements relate to their range of physical size (Ref . Figure V-I), their at-
titude stabilization (3-axis and spin stabilized) , and their passive coonera-
tive state. The passive cooperative state has been evolved to mean : The 
spacecrc ft state vector is known with high accuracy before launch of Tuq [1.85 
km (1 nau ical mi le) , 0,3 mps (1 fps)]; they will be provided with a dockinQ 
port/devi ce ' and they will provide passive dockinq sensor targets. The rendez-
vous and docking system must be able to func ion within the opera ional environ-
ment imposed by the Tug vehicle , as defined by SFC's baseline documentation , 
as modif ied by GDC's baseline avionics study (exceot for specificallv rendezvous 
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and docking components) . This definition includes baseline naviqation accurac • 
a titude li mi cycle charac eristics , maneuver limits , RCS nlume characteristics , 
and propellan slosh configura ion . The most significant interface requi\'ements 
derive from the Shuttle flight loadin environment , and Shuttle/Tuq , Tug/Soace-
cra t safety constraints . The principal li ht operations imposed requiremen s 
divide into functional and mission model derived requirements . Functional con-
siderations require:Inspection of the target spacecraft on sit~ to establish 
ducking readiness ; An ability to align with the dockin port , to close, and to 
secure the spacecraft to t he tug; Retrieval of the target spacecraf t via Shuttle 
to the ground . The principal model derived requirements are to provide compat-
ibility with delivery of up to three spacecraft and retrieval of one on the same 
flight, and to provide compat~bility with deiivering a different diameter space -
craft than the one retrieved . These and other l ess prominent system l evel re -
quirements p; ovide the basic framework agains t which detailed subsystem require -
ments were derived . 
6 . Subsystem Reguirements - A two -phas e approach was used to derive subsystem 
requireme~ts , i.e. , specifications of docking mechanism and sensor hardware per-
formance , and design characteristics . Initially , an error analvsis defined he 
geometric conditions at docking for the various configurations -- imoact docking , 
nonimpact docking, etc . Equations were then written usinq a RSS sumation of 
errors relating sensor and tug errors to docking mechanism desiqn characteris-
tics . The rela ionships were parameterized by plotting each of the many variables 
over anticipated ranges . This determinea sensitivity to the va ri abl e and oer -
mitted a selection of the optimum or least - imp~ct requirements . The second steo 
was to verify these selected requirements with a dynamic docking si mJ lation pro-
gram (DOCK) developed in the study. It was a fast-ru~nin g orogram allowing for 
Monte Carlo error analyses. A comparison of results for several oarameters is 
illustrated in Table V-2. 
TabZe v- , Autonomou Con ~i uration Error A Zy ~ Re uZt 
Docking Mechanism RSS Error Analysis Dynamic Simulation 
Design Parameter Resu Its Spec (P rogram DOCK) Resu Its 
Angular Misa lignment . 05 r a d • 08 r a d . 05 r a d 
(3. ~ deg l (4.5 degl (3 . 0 degl 
Lateral Misal ignment 
. 05 m t . 10 m • 03 m 
(. 16 ttl (. 32 ttl 1. 10 ttl 
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Figure V- 3 Subsystem Hardware Requirement Summary 
The results of the complete subsystem req uirements derivations are sum -
marized i~ the categories illustrated in Figure V-3. More detail is available 
in Volume II, page 11 -22. 
7. Subsystem Candidate Ha,dware List - An important part of the data base was 
the compilation of available or potentially available sensor and mechansim can-
didates and their detailed performance capabilities , physical properties , and 
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costs . These candidates form the basis for configuration of the autonomous , 
manual , and hybrid systems that are basic ou puts of this study. Initially 
ma ny potential candidates were identified in all categories . These were 
screen ed using system-level requirements and se l ectively trimmed to the final 
lis t of hardware components shown in Table V-3 . The rationale for selecting 
these candidates is also provided. Detailed characteristics , includinq costs 
for each, are presented in subsequent volumes of this report . 
Table [1- 3 Sub y tem Final HarciJare Candidates 
Subsystem Candidate Rationale 
Sensors 
Laser Radars • Ga As • Cur rent Tug Baseli ne 
• CO2 COqlerat ive ~ Loog Range Capabi lity 
• CO2 Non -Cooperat ive • Minimize SIC Cues 
TV • Si licon Vidicon • Shutt le Deve lopment 
RF Radars • Modified Apollo Rendezvous - • Flight Proven, Minimum 
Non-COqlerat ive SIC Impact 
I • Modified Apollo Rendezvous - • LCoYer Weight And PCoYer COqle rat i ve 
• Dual Mode - Non -Cooperative • Si ngle Unit. Full Range 
(Rendezvous Radar Above Plu s Capabi lity , Mini mized SIC 
Short Range Pu Ise System) Impact 
• Dual Mode - COqlerative • LCoYer PCoYer And Weight 
Than Above 
Cocki ng Mechani sm 
Impact • MDAC Square Frame ~ Current Tug Baselin. 
• MMSE Adaptation From Apollo • LCoY Cost And Risk 
Non - Impact • New tM\C Design • Good Servicing Capability, 
Simpler Structu re 
B. SYSTEM SELECTION 
The approach followed in configuring and selecting the optimum autonomo us , 
manua l, and hybrid rendezvous and doching system concepts for this study is de-
picted in Figure V-4. 
The data , such as requirements and candidate hardware (too of Fig. V-4), 
necessary to arrive at detailed configurations were previously dis cussed in 
Section A. Using this data base , possible combi nations of sensors and docki nq 
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Weight 
Power 
Risk 
Cost 
Operations 
SIC 1m 
Manu al 
Configu ration 
Candidates 
Autonomous Ranking 
Manual Ranking 
Fi gur e V- 4 System Conf iguration and Sele tion Approa h 
mechanisms that met the established system and subsystem requirements were de-
fined. Nineteen candidate combinations were defined for the manual systems and 
twen t y-four for the autonomous system. These candidates , their sensors, and 
some phys ical characteristics are summarized in Tables V-4 and V-5. 
Note that the hybrid candidate was selected , as shown in Figure V-4, by 
combining the best features of the autonomous and manual candidates. The cri-
teria for its selection is discussed later. 
The autonomous and manual candidates were ranked by evaluatin g each can-
didate against a comprehensive set of criteria. These criteria , weighting fac-
tors assigned to each, and a summary of the rationale for the weightinq factors 
is provided in Table V-6. The weighting values shown are for the manual con-
figuration . Tne autonomous configuration is much the same except the develon-
ment risk and nonrecurring cost were emphasized (3 instead of 2) because of the 
V-ll 
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TaLlle V- 4 Manu l Candida e Swnmar y 
- -
Can da:e nsor Doc ing Mechani sm 
Ml GaAs SLR MDAC 
M2 T MMS[ 
M3 Non -Impact 
M4 C02 Laser MUAC 
M5 (Nonc~erati ~) MMS[ 
M6 TV Non-Impact 
M1 COz Laser MDAC 
M8 (C~erat l ~ 1 MMS[ 
M9 TV Non -Impact 
MIO Rend. Radar MDAC 
Mll (Nonc~rati~) MMS[ 
TV 
M12 Rend. Radar MIlAC 
M13 ( C~.rati~) MMS[ 
TV 
M14 Dual Mode Rwr MDAC 
M15 (Non COt1lIrati w) MMS[ 
M16 TV Non - Impact 
M17 Dual Mode Radar MDAC 
MI8 (Coq).ratlwl MMS[ 
MI9 TV Non -Impact 
Mechanism 
556 
970 
531 
556 
910 
531 
556 
910 
531 
556 
910 
556 
970 
556 
910 
531 
556 
910 
531 
EPRODUCIBILlTY 01, '1'1 l~ 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS P II: 
Weight PCIIt.r 
R&R Sensor TV t Lights Sensor TV 
55 20 40 12 
55 20 40 12 
55 20 40 ' Z 
-
50 20 200 12 
50 20 200 12 
50 20 200 12 
40 20 < 100 12 
40 20 < 100 12 
40 20 <tOO 12 
15 20 215 12 
15 20 215 12 
70 20 120 12 
10 20 120 12 
80 20 215 12 
80 20 215 12 
80 20 215 12 
15 20 120 12 
15 20 120 12 
15 20 120 12 
Table V- 5 Autonomous Candidate Summar 
Weighl PCllttr 
Can delate Sensor Docking Mechani sm R&R Sensor TV t TV Mechani sm Lights Sensor 
Al GaAs SL R MDAC 556 55 - 40 -
A2 MM S[ 910 55 - 40 -
A3 Non-Impact 531 55 - 40 -
A4 GaAs SLR MDAC 556 55 20 40 12 
AS And TV MM S[ 910 55 20 40 12 
A6 Non - Impact 531 55 20 40 12 
A1 C02 La se r MDAC 556 50 - 200 -
A8 (Noncoq;'erat i ~) MM S[ 910 50 - 200 -
A9 Non-Impact 531 50 - 200 -
AIO C02 Laser MDAC 556 50 20 200 12 
All (Non~eral i ve ) MMS[ 910 50 20 200 12 
AI2 And TV Non -Impact 531 50 20 200 12 
An Rendezvous Radi r MDAC 556 15 20 215 12 
A14 (Nonc~erat l w) t.\MS[ 970 15 20 215 12 
AL5 And TV Nor. - I mpact 531 15 20 215 I i. 
--
A16 Rendezvous Radir MDAC 556 70 20 120 12 
A17 (C~eratlw ) MMS[ 910 10 20 120 '12 
AI8 And TV Non -Impact 531 10 20 120 12 
--
A19 Dua( Mode Radir MDAC 556 80 - 215 -
A20 (Nonc~ratiw) MMS[ 910 80 - 215 -
A21 ,~on -I mpact 531 80 - 215 -
AZl Dual Mode Radir MDAC 556 15 - 120 -
A23 (~rat lw) MMS[ 910 15 - 120 -
A24 Non - Impact 531 15 - 120 -
Table V- 6 WeiRhtinR cL Evaluation Cl'1:te'6a 
Weight Rationale 
Mechanism Weiqht 1 Malor Differences But TUQ Impact Only 
Sensor WeiQht 1 Small Differentes. TUQ Imoact Only 
Power 1 Arcomodated Within TUQ DesiQn 
Oevelq>ment Risk 2 A Major Factor But Long Lead Times Are 
Planned 
Mi ssion Success 2 Long Lead nmes Should Enhance This 
Probability Asoect 
Software 2 Presents Risks, But Are Tug Concerns 
Onlv 
-Mission ~erat- 2 I mportant For Manual, But Nd Major 
ions (ComplexiM Dr iver 
Servicing Poten - 3 Major User Concern 
tial 
Spinning Space- 2 Major User Con cern But few Users 
craft (Compatibi lity) Identified 
Spacecraft I m- 3 Major User Con cern 
pact - St ruct. 
Spacecraft I m- 2 Major User Con cern , But Much Lighter 
pact -Cues 
Ground ~erat i ons 1 No Great Differences From Can didate To (GSEI Candidate 
Recurring Cost 2 
.-
I mportant But No Dramatic Cost Restrict -
ion' Anticipated 
Non recu rring Cost 2 Important But No Dramatic Cost Restict-
lon~ Antirin:thlli 
h;gher technology level antlclpated . Mlss lon ooeratlons complexlty was reduced 
from 2 to 1 because 0 the reduced ground oartici~3tion in the autonomous con -
figuration. How these criteria were used in ranking the candidates is illus-
trated in th example in Figure V-5 for the manual configuration. 
A rating value was assigned by comparing , or rankinq , the candidates with 
each other conSidering only one cri terion at a time. The objective was to judqe 
fairly and quantitatively a large number of complex systems by examining their 
characteristics individually. The ratings arrived at were then multiDlied by 
the weighting factor to establish a value . The totals of these values formed 
t he basis for comparison of the candidates . 
For the manual configu ra ion, the top three ranking candidates are shown 
in Figure V-6 with selection ratio~ale. The highest ranked and the ootimum 
man ual candidate is comprised of an RF radar for rendezvous [down to z 30 m 
( 100 f t)] and downlink TV to a man on the ground to control the vehicles from 
30 m until docking is completed. It is an impact docking aporoach employing the 
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w I e CAND IDATE 1 
g Ml M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 Evaluat10n h 
Cd ter1 a t R V R V R V R V R V R V 
Mechan1sm Weight 2 4 8 1 2 4 8 4 8 1 2 4 8 
Sensor Weight 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Power 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Development Risk 2 3 6 3 6 3 6 1 2 1 2 1 I 
Miss10n Success 2 4 8 4 8 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 V Probabil i ty ] 
Software 2 4 8 4 8 3 6 4 8 4 8 
Miss ion Opera-
tions (Complex.) 2 3 6 3 6 2 4 3 6 3 6 
Servicing Poten- 3 3 9 2 6 5 15 3 9 2 6 t1al 
Spinning Space- 2 4 8 4 8 2 4 4 8 4 8 craft Compat. 
Spacecraft 1m- 3 3 9 3 9 4 12 3 9 3 S pact-Struct. 
Spacecraft 1m- 2 4 8 4 8 4 8 5 10 5 10 ) pact-Cues 
Ground Operations 1 3 J 2 2 3 3 ~ 3 2 <: (GSE) 
NOTE 6 2 4 3 6 2 4 ~ ~ Recurr ing Cost 2 3 Nonrecurring Cost 2 3 6 4 8 2 4 1 2 
W TOTAL , 95 84 95 84 l/ 
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Rank 
(Score) Sensors Mechanism Rationale 
I RF Rendezvous MDAC Square • Maximizes Manu.,1 Participation (103) Radar (Non coop - Frame • LONest Cost 
erative) And TV • La.vest Development Risk 
• No Ranging Cues On SIC 
MIO 
2 Dual Mode Non-Impact • Reasonable Recu rring Cost 
(96) RF Radar (Non- System • Good Servicing Potential 
cooperative) And . "Close In" Radar Requires Development 
TV • Some SIC Cues Requi red 
M14 
3 GaAs SLR Non-Impact • LON Weight & Power 
(95) And TV System • SIC Cues Requi red 
• Fu rther Development Requi red 
• Good Servicing Potential 
Ml 
FiguY'e V- 6 Preferred Manua l Candidate. Hank"ng 
square-frame docking mechanism. A block diaqram of the manual system is shown 
in Figure V-7. An estimate of the software requi red in the tUq computer is 
also shown. Note that with the skin trackina (noncoonerative) RF radar, only 
a TV imaging cue is required on the spacecraft . 
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Mission support will require the mission control comouter complex to in -
terface down linked data with a control center console. The console will dis-
play visual data on a screen , and formatted digital data (range , ranqe rate, 
etc) on a CRT . Hand contro ls will be provided for manual translation and ro-
tation commands . The downlink data rate is assumed to be the current Tug rate 
of 50 kbps. With this li mitat ion, it i s recommended that some data compres-
sion of imaging data be done on board , and an image recreated in the ground 
computer as one means of improving respon se time. 
The autonomous candidate evaluation was conducted in the same manner as 
the ma nual system. The three top ranking candidates are shown in F~au re V-B. 
Rank 
(Score) Sensors Mechanism Rationale 
I GaAs SLR MDAC Square • Loo Weight & Pooer. 
(94) Frame • Single Sensor For Range 
And Target Attitude . 
Al • ~emonstrated Feasibility 
2 Dual Mode MDAC Square • Partially Fligtft' Quali fied. 
(911 RF Radar Frc::rn e • Current Technology 
(Noncoq>erative) 
AIq 
3 Ren~zvous MDAC Square • Loo Cost . (89) Radar & TV Frame • Loo HardNare Development Risk 
. Minimum SIC Impact 
I • High TV Algorithm Al3 Development Ri sk 
i F g ure V-~ ArdOIl()mv'u C.J.nd-idu.te Hankin. 
The GaAs scanning laser radar was the sensor selected. It orovides all neces-
sary information i ncluding target attitude data down to a ranqe of 3 m (10 ft) , 
the mini mum required for the impact docking mechanism selected. The other sys-
tems require more development either in hardware for the second ranked or in TV 
imaging processing for candidate 3. The square-frame docking mechanism was se-
lected in all cases due to the higher development risk involved in achievinq 
reliable autonomous nonimpact system performance. 
The selected autonomous candidate is deDicted in Figure V-g. ote the 
additional retroreflector on the spacecraft required to ensure the vehicle can 
be acquired and its orientation Jetermined by sensor tracking alone . Also , 
the software requirements are larger than in the ma nual case . 
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The hybrid configuration, as pointed out earlier, wa s intentionally limi-
ted to a single candidate made up of the best features of both the manual and 
autonomous configurations. Other qualities that were design objectives for the 
hybrid were to (1) provide a growth to more autonomy, (2) possess a qrowth 00-
tential for servicing , (3) caoitalize on inherent redundancy , (4) relieve cri -
tical dependence on the ground, (5) provide a qood adaotability to changinq re -
quirements, and (6) avoid hiqh-risk autonomous functions such as decision al -
gorithms. 
With these criteria a strategy was selected for the hybrid that employed 
an autonomous means of performing each of the sequences, but utilizing the ground 
to monitor the activity and at each decision point provides the "go" or "no-go" 
for the next phase. The resulting hardware components of the hybrid system are 
summarized in Figure V-IO along with the rationale for their selection. The 
system is portrayed in block diagram form in Figure V-II. It is felt this hy-
brid cOllfiguration represents the most conservative and logical enqineerina aD-
proach toward development of a versatile, high-capability rendezvous and dockina 
systeill. 
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Component Selection Rationale 
Ga As SLR • Existing Attitude Determination Capability 
• Partially Devel~ed 
• LON P<M'er, L<M' Weight 
• Considerable Accuracy Margin 
TV • Monitor Autonomous Activities 
• Provide Backup Manual Docking Capability 
I mpact Docking • Less Technology Deve lopment Than Non - I mpact System 
(MDAC Square Frame) • Light Weight 
• Can Accomodate Spinning SIC 
• Servicing Possible 
· 
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C. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
The development program encompassed activities related to new technoloqy 
or new ap plications of existing technology. Included were supportinq research 
and t echnology (SRT) , software algorithm development , and simulation/demonstra-
tio n t est i ng. This program was defined in the manner illustrated in Figure 
V-1 2. 
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Functions were identi fied by flight phase , and a techni cal ris analysis 
performed . The criticality of each functional test was ranked with the hiqhest 
priority test being that requiring the most development work. The specific tests 
surviving this screening process in the rendezvous, inspection, close and dock 
categori es are shown in Figure V-13. Th~s constitutes the recommended si mula-
tion/demonstration test program. Test descriptions were prepared for each 0 
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Inspection Close Dock 
R 1 - Acqui sition & Ranging 11 - Target Tracking C1 - Closu re Algorithm 01 - Mechanism Design .. 
Rend Range Insp Range DeYeI~ment Op.rations Vtrif. 
R2 - Rendezvous Algorithm 12 - Target In spection I C2 - Target Tracking 02 - Contact I>,'namlcs .. 
OeYeI~m.nt 13 - Docki ng Port I During Closure Control Modi 
R3 - Rendezvous Stnsor Location I C3 - Station Keeping Vtrlfl~lon 
Tracking 14 - Target Attitude I Vtrlfl~lon 03 - Docking Abort V.rlflCltlon Dettrmlnatlon I C4 - Closure Abort 
15 - Inspection & I V.rlflCillon Commit-To-Dock I Algorithms I 
Fi upe V- l Sele ted Sim l ation/Demon t ra ion T~Jt 
these tests , with separate descriptions being evolved in those cas es where the 
manual and autonomous test requirements were distinctly different . 
The fidelity requirements for each test were assessed with reqard to tUq , 
spacecraft , lighting, cel estial scene , a~d dynamics fidelity . Concurrentlv , 
the existing MSFC simulation facilities were assessed to match the t est require-
ments with the facilit capabilities. The match -up that makes maximum use of 
SFC facilities is illustrated in Figure V-14 . The detailed procedures and 
plans developed in this study may be found in Volume III of this r eport. 
The parallel development of autonomou s and manual rendezvous and dockina 
system capability is recommended , with the bes t attributes of each system beinq 
combined into a hybrid system. This approach is illustrated in the schedule 
(Fig. V-IS). By carrying at least two candida t es forward into the simulation/ 
demonstration test program , the options are kept open. One candidate system 
can be selected for full -scale developmEnt (Phase C/O). This approach permits 
the flexibility to adjust to changing requirements. 
As indicated in the overview schedule , some supporting research and tech-
nology and algorithm analyses are predecessors to performinq the simu1ation/ 
demonstration testing . Also in the area of commit-to-dock or abor decision 
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making. it is recommended that functiona '! failure mode and effects analyses 
(FMEA) be performed . These analyses should be expanded beyond the sta~dard 
FMEA format to include failure detection and isolation cues and corrective 
actions to avoid damage to , or coliision with , the spacecraft being serviced 
or retrieved. The definition of SRT and analyses recommended is addressed in 
more detail in Chapter VIr of the volume . 
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VI. STUDY LIt1ITATIONS 
This study has been fruitful and has added a large measure of confidence 
in the feasibility of , and preferred approaches to , remote rendezvous an d dock-
ing. Due to time and funding li mitations, not all aspects could be explored 
as thoroughly as m':st eventually be done. The followina study li mitations 
seem most significant. 
The performance of systems in which man is an integral part of the con-
trol loop is not well-defined . It is not possible to accurately esti mate the 
ability of man to derive the lateral velocity compon ent , for examp le, usinq a 
TV sensor without simulation of the specific system. Some work has been done 
along this line both at r,eneral Dy namics and Martin Marietta , but not with the 
currently prn10sed systems . This quantification will be one of the more impor -
tant advances resulting from the proposed si mula tion/demonstration testina. 
In this study excellent progress was mad e in settinq up tools to analyze 
the docking dynamics problem although time was not sufficient to exercise these 
tools to dev~loo ~ statistical unrlerstanding of the capture limits of the recom-
mended docking mecha nisms. A significant part of the problem is the ,elatively 
large amounts of computer ti me required ~Q run these simulations. More work 
specifically or iented toward establishing statistical boundaries should be in -
st ituted . 
Simu l ations of all phases of rendezvous and docking were developed and/or 
exercised during this study, with the exception of the insoection phase . This 
area is not considered to be of high risv but needs tc be addressed later in 
the form of a diaital simulation that will provide an eaual level of detail 
throuahout the seauence . The plan&r dockina maneuver simulation developed was 
adequate to assure feasibility . A cOl11p~ete estimate of dockina oronellant re-
quireillents and probable approiJ.ch dispersions requires that this simulation be 
widened to three-dimensiona l space. A soft-dockinq stationkeeninn simulation 
should also be added . 
The array of activity that should be pursued to complete the nre-Phase B 
system development is ou1~inRd in the next cha nter. 
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VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH 
The subsystems ranked highest for autonomou', ,nual, and hybrid candi-
dates encompass a wide range in development status . In the sensor area, only 
the TV camera has been used in space. However, a new version of the silicon 
vidicon camera selected for the Shuttle proaram is recommended for the rendez-
vous and docking system fro~ the commonality and shared development cost aspects. 
The scanning laser radar and RF units are new technology or new aoolications 
of existing technoloqy. 
In the mechanisms area, the requirements of the study dictated a new de-
sign. The existing Apollo and Apollo/Soyu z 'fes t Project designs were reouired 
to accommodate a pressurized tunnel for crew transfer . This reouirement did 
not exist for the oresent study and imnosed an excessive weiqht and comnlexity 
penalty under the existing qround rules. These desians also ranked low in ser-
vicing compat ibility and spacecraft desnin canarilitv . 
A. COMPONENT SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLn~Y 
The compon ent SRT for the rendezvous and dockinq system basically falls 
into two categories--sensors and mechanisms . Included with the sensors are 
the electronics for siqnal conditioning and processi na to oresent a standard 
interface with the space tu g. This approach a llow~ evaluation on a common basis, 
less impact on tuq schedules, and flexibility for usinn the system on other ve-
hicles or for other applications . 
1. Sensors - For the ma~ual candidate, a TV camera was used for dockina and 
an RF radar for rendezvous. This results in min~mal component SRT for the sen-
sors per ae . However , the console operator usinq the TV image for control mus t 
determine ranqe, target attitude, and line-of-siqht anqles. It is recomme nded 
that a microprocesso r be used in conjunction with spacecraft-mounted oatterns 
to as sis t the console operator in these determi nations. 
For the autonomous candidate the SLR and/or RF radar components present 
new technology that should be pursued before entering a simulation/demonstration 
program . Although RF radar is an existing and well-known technoloay, this ap-
plication represents a new ranqe of operations not fully croven. In con1unction 
VII-1 
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with these new developments the target-mounted reflectors or aids represent areas 
in which research should be performed. Since user acceptance of the system is en-
hanced by minimizing the impact on spacecraft desi gn , this is a fertile area . 
2. Mechani§ms - Selected mechanisms for the autonomous , manual , and hybrid sys-
tems were much the same. The McDonnell Douglas squ~re-frame desiqn and a nonimpact 
design are recommended for further SRT development. Both desions represent new 
technology and require additional development before proceeding into a simulation/ 
demonstration program. The ability to despin a spinnin~ spacecraft is an area in 
which additional research could be beneficial , and the advantages of a nonimoact 
system for spacecraft servicing cannot be overlooked . inimization of the accel-
eration imparted to the spacecraft being serviced could eliminate the requirement 
for retracting appendages such as solar arrays and antennae and thus achieve more 
widespread user acceptance. 
B. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
Algorithms or strategies are the methods used to accomplish inspection , align-
ment, and docking. These strategies divide into des ision , maneuver , sensor util-
izaticn , and redundancy ma nagement categories . The deqree of autonomy determines 
which strategi es are performed by man and which must be computerized . Even for 
the manual system , many functions are automated, e.g., closinq the tug control 
loop around the inertial platform. Fi gu re VII-l illustrates the relationship of 
the strategies required to accomplish docking. The computerized strateqies may 
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be implemented via an onboard computer (spac e ;"1g or microprocessor) or in 
ground-based mi ssion control facilities . 
For the manual system the data management network can be potentially over-
loaded by high data rates. This develops a need for imaqe data comoression on-
board and image reconstruction in the ground-based comp uter facilities . For 
the manual system a pattern recoqnition algorithm to assist the operator in 
determining spacecraft attitude and dockinq port location is also an algorithm 
candidate, as are the algorithms for usin~ the TV imaqe to compute ranqe , Lns 
angle, target attitude, and their rates. 
For the autonomous candidate , all functions must be accomplished by soft-
ware control . Of pRrticular concern are the decision alqorithms for inspection, 
commit - to-dock, and abort. Rendezvuus , inspection , cl osu re, and terminal dock-
in q maneuver algorithms must be developed. In all cases, this activity implies 
t hE analyses, software requirements qeneration , codinq , and validation. These 
algorithms should be developed to support the simulation/demonstration test ac-
tivity during which the software can also be validated. 
C. SIMULATIG~!/DEMONSTRATION FACILITY DEVELOPMENT 
During the study the existing MSFC simulatlcn facilities were assessed. 
Their applicability to the rendezvous and docking system and their advantaqes 
and disadvantages are tabulated in Table VII-I. Several facility modifications 
are required to extend current canabilitv to fit rendezvous and dockinq simu-
lation/demonstration requirements. Some of these are specifically related to 
manual testing, and some are reauired for both. 
The ma nual facility modificat ions are associated with the T-27 Soace 
Flight Simulator. The operational ranqe of the celestial sphere , earth occul-
tation and mission effects proj ector ust be ext~nded to include orbital alti-
tudes from 1670 km (900 nautical miles) to geostationary , and inclinations from 
o to 1.8 radians (105 deq). Software must be added to simulate tuq control 
laws, tug and spacecraft dynalll i cs . In addition, provision of a variable time 
delay between the T-27 and the remote control console will be reouired. 
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TabZe VII- l MSFC Fa iZity Asses ment 
fACILITY SUITlO TO APPLICATION TO CONCERNS REND & DOCK SIS 0[',1 
T21 • Visual Simu lat ion • TV Inspeetion • fide li ty for Camera Evalu ll ion 
Space • Man -In -the -loop • TV Closure • TV ~rat l ona l Problem 
flight • Sc all!d Down Scenario • TV Rendelwus (Acquis ition ) Simulat ion 
Simulator . 2 Independent Moving Bodlts 
• Lighting Weets/Celestial Scent 
Bldg 466) • full Clrcumr.avlgat ion 
Ta rget • Scaled Down System • Selected TV Operat ions • No Tuge! Circumn avigat ion 
MoC ion • Man -In -the -loop • S LR Close -In 
Simu I'llor • Visual Simulation Station keeping 
Bldg 4663 • T21 Provided Celestial Scenes 
Da~o • Terrain Traverse • Closu re Phase Sensors and • M(Xl ific at ion Required 
Gantry . ) Axes 01 Translation Plus AlgOrithms • I Axil of Tranllatlon 
Sensor Head RoCatlon • Docking Port Locator Cue Is Umlted 
Bldg 4(6) • Fu II Scale Hardware Possible lvaluatlon 
6 DOf Molloo • full Scale Hudware . Dock ing Mechanism Eva lu llioo • Computer Generated V. hlc le 
Simu lator . 6 DOf Dynamic Evalu at ion ([000 1, Latches) Dynamics 
Bldg 4663 . C lose -In Sensor [valu ation • facility Modilications 
Te leoperator . ~ DOf • Final Closure Coocepts . Instrumentat loo 
flat floor • Semi Scaled Down Hlro,wl r. • Target Cues Evalu at ion • Control System fidelity 
Bldg 4~ • C lose -In Sensor Eva lu alloo 
Test Lab . full Scale Hardware . Inspectlon Phase S.nsors · Instrument at loo 
f lat . 75 ' Vehicle Rangs An d Algorithms .Vehlc le Mot loo fidelity 
floor . ) DOF Minimum • Dock ing Mechanism Evalu at lOl1 
B IdQ 4711 
Neut,,1 • Full Scil le Hardware • Docking Mechanism • Flu id Damping [Hetts On 
BUC7jancy . Clou -In ~ratlons [va lu ation V'''kle ')ynamics 
• Latch Vehicle Dynamics • S.nsor )l9nal Attenu at ion 
• Stat iookeeping Control-
Bldg S4106 Close-In 
CoocElll • Spac. TU;; Avton lcs • Interface Verlncat lon 
Verification O . ... lcpllltllt • Tug Software 
Test Facility • Communicat ions Unu 
Bldg .~ 
The autonomous facility modifications are ass ociated with settinq up the 
Dalto gantry to operate in conjunction with the Taraet Motion Simulator (TMS). 
The TMS must be physically relocated to permit mounting the rendezvous sensor 
in alignment with the Dalto gantry track. The gantry camera mount will be used 
to mount the target mockup --and oddition of two axes of rotation to this mount 
is recommended to allow a more realistic simulation of relative motion. An in-
crease in the traverse translation motion is also recommended , for the same 
reason . Software support of this facility must be expanded to si mu late Tug 
control and Tug and spacecraft dynamics . 
Both manual and autonomous rendezvous testing reauire the outfitting of 
a mobile rendezvous sensor test bed , and preparation of full scale mockuos of 
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target vehicles with passive tracking aids. The mobile unit will be based on 
a small van and will mo unt the rendezvous sensor and required opera tin~ and 
data gathering support systems. 
Docking test facilities involving the 6 DOF motion system are also required 
for both manua l and autonomous systems. The active vehicle portion of the mech-
anism will be mou nted on the 6 DOF mo tion system. The passive or tarqet space-
craft portion of the mechanism will be suspended from the ceiling of the test 
area . Instrumentation of the mechanisms to measure dynamic resoonse as well as 
development of the dynamics and control software for the system is required. 
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VII 1. SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL EFFORT 
The future activities recommended as a result of the conclusions reached 
in this study, and the restri ctions on wh at could be accomnlished at this ti me, 
are summarized in the PERT/ti me flow diagram shown i n Fi gure VIII-I. This ac-
tivity falls into three gener al areas- -suppor tinq research and technology (SRT) , 
simulation/demonstration testing, and rendezvous and docking integration. 
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Fi U1"e VIIT - l Recommended Fut ('e /, 'ti iti s 
The si mula t ion/demo nstration activity definition has been one of the 
principal outputs of this st udy and has been described in detail elsewhere i n 
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this sE~ries of reports. Figure VIII-l therefore simply shows the total soan 
ti me wi thout a detailed breakout of subsidiary activity. This activity will 
continue until it merges into the Phase B design of the last rendezvous and 
dockinq -application--the manned orbital transport vehicle, and the space sta-
tion i t supports . 
SRT activity provides the long lead support required to define the t ech -
nologically feasible development paths. The SRT information developed feeds 
into the simulation demonstration testing activity , which provides the means 
for discri minating between technologies and selecting a preferred development 
approach. The recommended SRT activity has been olanned in deta ~ l in Volume 
III , Section II . The SRT program that actually evolves will derive from this 
plan , and other similar plans from other sources . 
Figure VIII-I presents selections from our SRT plan that derive most di-
rectly from our specific study results . The recommended diqital man euver simu-
lation is an outgrowth of the rendezvous and docking simulations conducted in 
this study . Effort should concentrate on includinq a capability to simulate 
inspection maneuvers ~ and extending the docking simulation to include 6 DOF 
motion and plume impingement effects on the target spacecraft . Autonomous TV 
algorithm development should concentrate on inspection/target recognition , 
measurement , and data compression algorithms. The impact capture envelore de-
finition, defining the range of contact dispersions over which capture wil l be 
effected, is simply an application of the docking impact analysis tools develoo-
ed in this study. The soft dock mechanism design and RF breadboard activity 
are furt her developments of hardware concepts conceived durinq this study. 
These further technology developments can ease overall ~rogram development risk. 
All these activities are worthwhile because they are either a normai and neces-
sary capabili ty ad vancement or they represent an alternative desiqn path that 
should not be closed at this early date . They genera te data reauired to make 
selections between concepts. 
The recommended integration activity (Fiq . VIII-I) is defined to assure 
that all STS rendezvous and docking activity is considered in persoective. The 
development and implementation of this capability mus t resnond to all require-
ments in an effective manner , not piecemeal as the oroblems arise. An apolica-
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tions systems study should be implemented 'immediatel y . This effort should be 
followed by broadly based development activity until support is required for 
spec ific applications . Servicing missions --perhaps an IUS application--are 
li ely to be the first rendezvous and docking missions beyond low earth orbit 
Shuttle operations. The Earth Orbital Teleoperator System (EOTS) is expected 
to supplement Shuttle capability. These developments precede and lead normally 
to the high earth orbit capability provided by the Orbital Transport Vehicle 
(OTV) . Thi s system is 1 i kely to operate in both Inanned and unmanned modes . It 
will provide complete STS services throughout the remainder of this century , 
particularly supporting the deployment and ooeration of the qeostationary snace 
station. It is important to the operational success of the OTV that a continuous 
thread of rendezvous and docking develooment be mai ntained from the initial 
shuttle applications onward. It is particularly important that this continJity 
of effort be initiated now. 
Table VIII-l summarizes the characteristics of the rendezvous and dockinq 
applications systems study hat should be implemented immediately. This effort 
Table VI11- 1 Rende zvou and Do king Appli a ion S s tem Study 
Objective: 
Define An Integrated Approach To Rendezvous And Docking System Development 
Arid Operations That Meets All STS Objectives 
f\pproach: 
e System Requi rements Generation 
- Compile Planned & Projected STS Rendezvous & Docking Activity 
- Conduct Functional Operations Analyses 
- Develop Time Phased System Requirements 
el nteg rated Development App roach 
- Develop Technique/Mechanization Alte rnatives 
- Define Time Phased Development Paths 
- Select & Define The Most Effective Development Approach 
Integra ed Operational Approach 
- Deve lop Alternative Operational Concepts 
- elect & Define The Most Effecti ve Operationill Approach 
System Interface Defin'tions 
- RDS/STS Veh'cles 
- RDS/Retrievable-Servicable Spacecraft 
- RDS/Flight Support Systems 
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is badly needed at this time to assure the developments already beqinning in 
support of Shuttle objectives are pursued with a view broad enough to permit 
economical growth toward all STS objectives of the next decade. The proposed 
study would begin with a broad requirements analysis. Inteqrated development 
and operational approaches would then be selected. The final steo would in-
volve interface definitions that assure compatibility between the rendezvous 
and docking system and directly related transportation, spacecraft, and qround 
support elements. This effort would result in a clear definition of the ren-
dezvous and docking integration role that must be oursued throughout the STS 
era. 
These recommended activities will assure the overall rendezvous and dock-
ing objectives associated with the exploitation of space are met completel y , 
effectively, and economically. They should be pursued on a timely basis in 
the interest of saving total STS program dollars and of increasing total pr o-
gram yield. 
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